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April 20: Hillel hosts historian 

Hillel hosts renowned historian 

Lipstadt for Holocaust Education Week 
7:57 a.m., April 15, 2016--University of Delaware Hillel 
will bring world-renowned professor, historian and author 

Deborah Lipstadt to campus for its annual Holocaust 
Education Week. 
Lipstadt will present a lecture at 7:30 p.m., Wednesday, 
April 20, in Loudis Hall of the Amy E. du Pont Music 
Building. The event is free and open to the public. 
Lipstadt is an American historian and author who teaches 
modern Jewish and Holocaust studies at Emory 

University. 
The author of Denying the Holocaust and The Eichmann 
Trial, Lipstadt studies contemporary use of Holocaust 

references in politics and Jewish history.  
Denying the Holocaust is the first full-length study of 
those who attempt to deny the Holocaust. It was the 
subject of simultaneous front page reviews in The New 

York Times and the Washington Post. 

Lipstadt is also the author of History on Trial: My Day in 

Court with a Holocaust Denier, which chronicles her 
exoneration by a British court in a sensational libel trial. 
She served two terms on the United States Holocaust 

Memorial Council, was a historical consultant to the 
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, and helped 
design the section of the Museum dedicated to the 
American Response to the Holocaust.  
She was appointed by President Bill Clinton to the United 
States Holocaust Memorial Council, on which she served 

two terms. She was a member of its Executive 
Committee of the Council and chaired the Educational 
Committee and Academic Committee of the Holocaust 
Museum. 
Lipstadt has been called upon by members of the United 
States Congress to consult on political responses to 

Holocaust denial. 

 
*http://www.udel.edu/udaily/2016/apr/hillel-historian-

041516.html  

 
*http://questioningtheholocaust.com/   

 

*https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hbuc6cu9R0U  

*Nordhausen - Epitome of the Big Lie https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Vs1eR7hsT8  

____________________________________________________ 
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Power That Transcends Ideology 

 
 March 7, 2016 Mike Walsh   

Personal achievement and heroism transcend ideology 
and politics. For this reason most of us, whilst not 
endorsing a cause, can honour those who serve it with 
extreme valour. Adolf Hitler was well known for paying 
tribute to foes that had fought and sometimes lost with 

distinction. 

Only the small-minded deny courage such as that 
displayed by those who placed their faith in the Workers 
Reich. One such was the pioneering aviator Hanna 
Reitsch. Being privileged to meet the Reich leader before 
the Pyrrhic victory of his tormentors, the flier remarked; 
It was the blackest day when we could not die at our 
Führer’s side. We should all kneel down in reverence and 
prayer before the altar of the Fatherland. 

When asked to explain better what she meant by the 

term ‘altar’ she replied: 
Why, Why, the Führer’s bunker in Berlin. 

The doctor’s daughter, whose original career intention 
was to be a missionary flying doctor in Africa, went on to 
become one of the Reich’s most decorated aviation 
pioneers and test pilots. 

 
Born in 1912 she won far too many awards to be listed 

here. Enough to say she was the first to cross the Alps in 

a glider and proceeded to wreck the awards skittle 
boards with other notable firsts. Not surprisingly, this 
extraordinary heroine of Europe earned international 
acclaim. 
The Silesia born blonde, despite her pocket-sized 5’ 1”, 

took to the air as a fish takes to water. Her description 

for German aircraft was Guardians of the Doors of Peace. 
Throughout the Reich she was held up as a role model of 
female achievement. 
It is unlikely that any woman in European history faced 
great dangers more often than did this fearless pilot. 
Towards the war’s end Hanna Reitsch became the only 

flier to survive suicide flights. 

 
Purchase on Amazon 

As Germany faced the destruction and merciless wrath of 

the allied armies, the unfaltering Hanna Reitsch soared 
high over shattered Berlin. In doing so she searched in 

http://www.renegadetribune.com/power-transcends-ideology/
http://www.renegadetribune.com/author/mwalsh/
http://www.amazon.com/Heroes-Reich-One-70-years-propaganda/dp/1507620357/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1453284547&sr=1-1&keywords=heroes+of+the+reich+mike+walsh
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vain for an escape route for the beleaguered Adolf Hitler. 
Landing on an improvised airstrip situated on Berlin’s 

Tiergarten her light aircraft was under constant fire from 
Red Army troops. By the time they landed their light 

aircraft her companion Robert Ritter von Greim had been 
wounded by ground fire. 
Soon after landing, she and her companion picked their 
way through the debris and incoming fire to reach the 
bunker of the Reich’s Chancellery. On reaching the 

Führer’s refuge, Robert von Greim was promoted to 
General Field Marshall. Both fliers were provided with 
cyanide pills, which they accepted. Hanna and her 
companion prepared themselves to spend their last 
moments and die together with the Führer. 
However, the German leader steadfastly refused their 
offer to share in his fate. Reluctantly, on April 28 1945, 

the pair returned to their aircraft through the on-going 
battle for Berlin. As their aircraft took to the air, Red 
Army troops, perhaps presuming the German leader to 

be aboard, attempted but failed to bring the aircraft 
down. 
Robert von Greim took his own life three weeks after 

capture by the Americans. Hanna’s father took the lives 
of her mother, her sister, and her sister’s children before 
forfeiting his own. Death was far preferable to the fate 
that awaited the family, including children, had they 
fallen into the hands of the invaders from the east. 
The indomitable woman aviator was interviewed several 
times in respect of her service to Hitler’s Reich. Hanna is 

quoted as saying: 

And what have we now in Germany? A land of bankers 
and car makers! Even our great army has gone soft. 
Soldiers wear beards and question orders. I am not 
ashamed to say I believed in National Socialism. I still 
wear the Iron Cross with Diamonds Hitler gave to me. But 
today in all Germany you can’t find a single person who 
voted Hitler into power. Many Germans feel guilty about 
the war. But, they do not explain the real guilt that we 
lost. 

The full and inspiring story of Hanna Reitsch and many 

others like her is told in Mike Walsh’s beautifully 
illustrated Heroes of the Reich. In both book and Kindle 
eReader form it is available from Amazon Books. 

 
Mike Walsh 

Mike Walsh was a freelance media writer and columnist 
for thirty-years. The Irish journalist now writes and 
broadcasts solely for independent alternative media.  
*History Without the Spin | Buy the Books 
 
*http://www.renegadetribune.com/power-transcends-
ideology/  

_________________________________________________  

Catholic And Carnal 
New York, Isaac Stern Auditorium, Carnegie Hall, 02/28/2016 - 

Richard Wagner: Prelude and Good Friday Music from Parsifal;  
Pyotr Tchaikovsky: Manfred Symphony, Opus 58 

Valery Gergiev - Conductor, Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra 

 
V.Gerfiev - ©Alberto Gonzago 

That semi-reformed reprobate St. Augustine refers 

somewhere to the kinship between sensuality and 
religious ecstasy, a kinship which Valery Gergiev almost 
gleefully produced in his final concert here with the 
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. 
Actually those two emotions came from the 
“inappropriate” composers. Richard Wagner had never 

subscribed to any bourgeois familial obligation, yet his 
music from Parsifal shows more than Elysian goodness, 
almost priggish in these angelic strains. Tchaikovsky, 
whose sexual longings led to restraint, obsession, guilt 

and (probably) suicide, wrote in his Manfred a work 
which–under Mr. Gergiev’s hands–became more sensual, 
even lubricious than anything else he had written. 

Yet the duo on one program, with the warm, comforting 

and human sounds of the Vienna Philharmonic, offered 
both purity and adulteration in two magical hours. 
Mr Gergiev is one of the world’s great Wagnerian 
exponents, but the Act III Prelude and Good 
Friday music can be purely orchestral. And while the 
orchestra was meant to play only in the Bayreuth 

Festival House, designed by the composer himself, no 
great conductor can resist playing this in other concert 
halls. Carnegie Hall proved to have the warm, somewhat 

resonating sounds for the opening, when the Vienna Phil 
strings started the most holy work. 
One could not say this was eccentric in any way. The 
most stunning feature was the consummate total control 

which Mr. Gergiev had over his orchestra in both 
sections. Beneath those slow-moving chords, some 
conductors try to provide a Tristan-like sexual flavor, but 
Mr. Gergiev needed none of that. This was so highly 
disciplined a performance that the blocks of chords 
seemed to float inevitably to the fore. We had, in fact, 
Medieval aura of music with those wondrous strings and 

the seraphic brass.  
This was not coolness (Wagner could never be cool), but 
the chastity had the purity of monkish processions of 
Chartres more than Wagner’s ideal of his opera house. 

Then again (one thought in the secular intermission), 
perhaps Mr. Gerfiev had his epiphany not in Good Friday 

but in Palm Sunday. First, this was a Sunday 
performance. Second, his palm did not hold his long-

http://www.amazon.com/Heroes-Reich-One-70-years-propaganda/dp/1507620357/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1453284547&sr=1-1&keywords=heroes+of+the+reich+mike+walsh
http://www.spanglefish.com/historywithoutthespin
http://www.spanglefish.com/historywithoutthespin/links.asp
http://www.renegadetribune.com/power-transcends-ideology/
http://www.renegadetribune.com/power-transcends-ideology/
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gone lengthened baton (which used to fly off the handle) 
or the shorter chopstick. He used no tools to produce the 

sounds of the Vienna Philharmonic, only the palm of his 
hands. 

Where Wagner’s passion was religious, Mr. Gergiev 
played a rare performance of Tchaikovsky’s Manfred, a 
long symphony inspired both by Byron’s poem, and 
Berlioz’ Symphonie Fantastique. As well as another 
Byonic inspiration from Harold In Italy which showed up 

in the elegiac third movement. 
If Wagner was the Passion of the Christ, Manfred was 
the passion of the guilt-ridden man. To those not familiar 
with the poem, Tchaikovsky’s treatment could have been 
simply personal torment. But Byron was bringing his own 
sexual and ghostly experiences to the music, and this is 
what Mr. Gergiev was attempting as well. 

We started off with those ghostly hollow tones from the 
winds, followed by the strings and that equally haunting 
love theme. Throughout, Mr. Gergiev was pulling at the 

orchestra, giving them the chance for huge climaxes, 
then reaching back for even more emotion until the end.  

Tchaikovsky can always be agonizing, but the popularity 
of his symphonies somewhat lessens the effects. That 

was hardly true here, and even in the pleasantly Russian 
second movement, we had a ghostly ending.  

(And why not have Russian music in the Alps? Berlioz 
added that Hungarian March to Damnation of Faust, 
though Faust never got anywhere near Budapest! 
Tchaikovsky learned artistic license from a master.) 
The end was a dazzling display of the Vienna Phil, with 

even the fugue an inevitable moment. Never inevitable is 
the organ in the last measures. Tchaikovsky really did 
transfer both the secrets of the poets and himself to the 
orchestra. An organ was really an interruption. 
One only wishes that, after these personal, emotional 
Catholic/carnal offerings, Mr. Gergiev can return later. 
Despite the strikers and shouters outside Carnegie Hall 

(“Putin’s Friend!""Putin Killed 8,000 People”), he was the 
Orpheus who easily silenced their protests. 
Harry Rolnick 
http://www.concertonet.com/scripts/review.php?ID_rev
iew=11348  

________________________________________________  

 

 
 

The Intellectual Death of “Anti-Semitism” 
Interview with Jewish Writer and Novelist Gerard Menuhin - Part I 

By Jonas E. Alexis on April 14, 2016 
It is vital urgently to analyze and to dismiss [anti-Semitism] as so much hot air. All it would take would 
be for enough ordinary citizens to stand up and say ‘Stop it, it’s nonsense, you know it’s nonsense, and 
what’s more, it’s boring nonsense!’ 

 

 
Alexis: You quote Albert Einstein in your book saying 

that “I believe German Jewry owes its continued 
existence to anti-Semitism.”[2] It seems that he was 
aware that the word “anti-Semitism” was being used as 
an ideological weapon to beat the Goyim over the head 

because no serious person wants to be called an anti-

Semite. Can you expand on that for us? 
 
Menuhin: That depends on one’s definition of a serious 
person. Is a serious person one who has some position in 

http://www.concertonet.com/scripts/review.php?ID_review=11348
http://www.concertonet.com/scripts/review.php?ID_review=11348
http://www.veteranstoday.com/author/alexis/
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/04/14/the-intellectual-death-of-anti-semitism-interview-with-jewish-writer-and-novelist-gerard-menuhim-part-i/#_ftn2
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society or in academia or government — therefore 
regarded as an ‘expert’, worthy of respect — which they 

might lose if they don’t adhere to political correctness? 
Or is a serious person one who has the ability and takes 

the time to formulate his own opinion about a particular 
subject, unaffected by the opinions of others? 
‘Anti-Semitism’ as an expression is not only a misnomer, 
it’s gibberish. Douglas Reed suggested a substitute: 
‘anti-Semolina’ (The Controversy of Zion). 

As I state in the book, ‘Semitism’, at best, describes a 
language. So ‘anti-Semitism’ would denote opposition to 
Semitic languages – an absurd stance. To deduce from 
the expression an opposition to Semitic peoples would be 
stretching the point. And are Jews Semitic? 
Ashkenazi Jews (90% of modern Jewry) are commonly 
agreed to descend from 8th century Khazars. Their 

assumed forefather, Ashkenaz, was the son of Gomer, 
grandson of Noah through Japheth, not of Shem, the 
father of the Semitic races. They are therefore not 

Semitic. Furthermore ‘Strictly speaking it is incorrect to 
call an ancient Israelite a ‘Jew’ or to call a contemporary 
Jew an Israelite or a Hebrew.’ (1980 Jewish Almanac, p. 

3) 
Arabs are Semites, of course, but no ‘anti-Semite’ has 
ever been assumed to be critical of Arabs, when accused 
of anti-Semitism. So why is ‘anti-Semitism’ equated with 
anti-Judaism? 
While the populations of countries where the incubus has 
taken hold cringe and react with knee-jerk self-

abasement to any accusation of ‘anti-Semitism’, Latin 
Americans, for instance, mock the notion that advanced 
nations have been fooled into forbidding ‘holocaust 
denial’ by law and imprisoning people who simply 
express their disbelief.   That is, of course, because ‘The 

Holocaust’ wasn’t staged in Latin America. 
Presumably, Jews also enjoy this spectacle. When Albert 

Einstein is quoted as saying that “I believe German Jewry 
owes its continued existence to anti-Semitism”, he was 
only agreeing with his ilk, who realized how effective the 
charge of ‘anti-Semitism’ is, in countries in thrall to the 
so-called ‘Holocaust’. 
‘Nowadays if any States raise a protest against us it is 

only pro forma at our discretion and by our direction, for 
their anti-Semitism is indispensable to us for the 
management of our lesser brethren’ (allegedly forged 
Protocol No. 9). (Tell the Truth and Shame the Devil, p. 
286) 
So, lesser Jews are kept in line by the fear of anti-
Semitism (presumptive anti-Jewish sentiment by 

Gentiles). Since the Protocols were written, ‘the 
Holocaust’ was concocted, allowing anti-Semitism to be 
used against society in general, through trumped-up 
charges against any perceived enemy of a Jewish cause 
(actual anti-Gentile sentiment by Jews). 
Anti-Semitism is therefore a suppressive weapon which 
only survives because it is linked to the guilt all decent 
people feel—or are intended to feel — when confronted 
with ‘The Holocaust’. There you have two allegations in 
one sentence. The first is a misnomer and the second, a 
mere psychological projection. Anti-Semitism would be an 
impotent pseudo-expression, were it not coupled with 

‘The Holocaust’. 
A further useful weapon of suppression is the accusation 
of ‘discrimination’. In a world bent out of shape by 
political correctness, ‘discrimination’ is an accusation to 
be avoided at all costs. In a free world, discrimination 
merely means choice, or preference. If someone chooses 
not to associate with certain people, for instance with 
Jews, that is of course his perfect right as a free citizen. 

Alone the sensational nature of the ‘Holocaust’ claim and 
the immense figure immutably tethered to it of course 

invite awe. But it is an awe unmixed with rational 
skepticism. To ask a very simple, innocent question, why 

was there no independent investigation of this alleged 
crime in 1945, or in the Seventies, when the expression 
really caught on and precluded any other meaning of a 
formerly unbiased English word? 
‘When after twenty years of silence, Holocaust theology 

began in the late sixties and seventies,…’ (Pour out Your 
Heart like Water, Towards a Jewish Feminist Theology of 
the Holocaust, Rachel Adler, p. 1). 
When someone is murdered, the police are called in to 
find clues and track down the perpetrator, if he is still at 
large. In the case of ‘The Holocaust’, 6 million murders 
are said to have occurred. Yet no such police 

investigation has ever sullied the pure, unblemished 
assertion of this crime. We have been told that it 
occurred and the subject is closed without debate. (The 

total itself is in doubt and has indeed been reduced, yet, 
magically, the 6 million are still universally quoted.) (No, 
Emily, the innumerable ‘eye-witnesses’ are as 

unconvincing as the confessions of tortured German 
soldiers. No, Abigail, the ’Nazis’ didn’t burn or otherwise 
cause to vanish 6 million bodies. Where are the bones, 
the ashes?) 
Where, for a start, is the corpus delicti? Piles of 
emaciated corpses are regularly shown on television, but 
whence came these corpses? Were they evidence of 

typhus/typhoid deaths in the camps, which indubitably 
occurred during the last months of the war, when 
transport had been bombed to a standstill and manpower 
had been transferred to the east? 
Or were they corpses trucked in for effect from 

elsewhere: the remains of captives in the infamous U.S. 
Rheinwiesen concentration camps, where German 

prisoners of war were starved into a state of cachexia, 
under the pretext that they were ‘Disarmed Enemy 
Forces’ instead of POWs? 
So, for 70 years, much of the world and of course 
particularly Germany have been paying respect to a 
putative atrocity which has never been properly 

examined by the appropriate authorities. Billions in 
restitution money have been paid and continue to be 
paid to the supposed victims or their successors 
(although it’s debatable whether the victims, such as 
they may be, ever receive much of it). 
The further the world distances itself in time from the 
alleged event, the easier it is to assert that ‘The 

Holocaust’ occurred. As education is steadily degraded 
and citizens become more concerned on the one hand 
with superficial entertainment and on the other, with 
keeping their jobs, it becomes less likely that anyone will 
pose the fundamental question: If we are eternally to 
honour 6 million allegedly murdered Jews, to create 
organizations and build memorials to aggrandize their 

passing, shouldn’t we at least have irrefutable proof that 
they were actually killed; that the crime really occurred? 
,[3] Once one has looked into the subject one discovers, 
not only that many educated people, historians and 
scientists, have explored it without finding any truth in it, 
but that it only takes a few seconds of reflection based 

on common sense to come to the conclusion, as I have 

written, that a people with the traditions and culture of 
the Germans could not almost overnight have become 
barbarians and committed mass murder. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzvSuVTX58c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzvSuVTX58c
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/04/14/the-intellectual-death-of-anti-semitism-interview-with-jewish-writer-and-novelist-gerard-menuhim-part-i/#_ftn3
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Unfortunately for the Jews who can least afford it, once 
one has begun to research the topic, one is inevitably 

drawn towards further investigation, and one is forced to 
conclude that such an enormous lie fits perfectly with 

previous lies, and that lying is perhaps the primary 
attribute of this very fickle folk. 
So why do we continue to tolerate it? 
The stick of ‘anti-Semitism’, coupled with the carrot of 
financial benefits, is firmly in the hand of those who are 

steering our world towards an abyss. Although without 
substance, the accusation of ‘anti-Semitism’ flaunts its 
power ubiquitously. That’s why it is vital urgently to 
analyze and to dismiss it as so much hot air. All it would 
take would be for enough ordinary citizens to stand up 
and say ‘Stop it, it’s nonsense, you know it’s nonsense, 
and what’s more, it’s boring nonsense!’ 

 

 
 

Alexis: You are right on target here. I have discussed 
some of these issues with numerous people who actually 
do have the sophistication to make a rational conclusion, 

but the intellectually lazy response is: “anti-Semitism.” 
I once encouraged a flaming Zionist friend of mine to 
listen to a speech given by Jewish scholar Norman 
Finkelstein in which he literately deconstructs the anti-
Semitism mantra. After he was finished, I turned to my 
friend and said, “Finkelstein’s siblings died in Nazi 
Germany. Do you think he is an anti-Semite?” 

There was a complete silence. But days later, he pulled 

out the same old anti-Semitic card out of thin air and 
dropped it on me. At that point, I realized that I was not 
talking to a rational person. It was impossible to move 
forward in our dialogue precisely because he was blinded 
by an ideology which does not allow him to use practical 

reason and therefore see things the way they really are. 
He attempted to strike a conversation with me about the 
same topic over and over, but I frankly responded: 
“I don’t want to talk about this issue anymore. Let’s talk 
about biking instead. If we cannot agree to submit our 
ideas to reason and historical scholarship, why should we 
get into an endless debate about these issues? You 

continue to ignore what I said and you don’t even seem 
willing to look at the evidence presented. Time is 
precious, and let us not waste it.” 

I have kept my promise. We are still good friends, but 
whenever he opens his mouth and attempts to drag me 

into a dialogue on these issues, I either change the 
subject, keep my mouth shut, or simply tell him: “Sorry, 

it’s time for me to go.” 
I have realized over the years that there are some 

people in this world who would not hesitate to damn 
practical reason if it attempts to step on their 
ideological Weltanschauung. I have dialogued with 
many of them over the years. 

*** 
[1] Humphrey Burton, “Lady Menuhin: Gifted dancer who 
complemented the life of her brilliant 
husband,” Guardian, February 7, 2003. 
[2] Gerard Menuhin, Tell the Truth and Shame the 
Devil (Washington: The Barnes Review, 2015), 386. 
[3] Menuhim expands on this in Tell the Truth and Shame 
the Devil. For further studies, see Arno J. Mayer, Why Did 
the Heavens Not Darken?: The Final Solution in 
History (New York: Pantheon Books, 1988). 
*http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/04/14/the-
intellectual-death-of-anti-semitism-interview-with-
jewish-writer-and-novelist-gerard-menuhim-part-i/  

 
From YouTube 

 
Bach Double Violin Concerto - Yehudi Menuhin And 

David Oistrakh 

Published on Mar 17, 2013 
Bach Double Violin Concerto - Yehudi Menuhin And David 
Oistrakh. 
Sir Yehudi Menuhin (plus tard Lord Menuhin of Stoke 
D'Abernon) est un violoniste et chef d'orchestre 
américain, né le 22 avril 1916 à New York et décédé le 

12 mars 1999 à Berlin. Il est un enfant prodige, se 
produisant dès 1927 à Paris avec l'Orchestre Lamoureux 

et à New York au Carnegie Hall. Il est considéré comme 
l'un des plus grands violonistes du XXe siècle. 
David Fiodorovitch Oïstrakh (en russe : Давид 
Фёдорович Ойстрах), né le 30 septembre 1908 à Odessa 
et mort le 24 octobre 1974 à Amsterdam, est l'un des 

violonistes les plus réputés du XXe siècle. Violoniste et 
altiste, il a profondément influencé la technique de 
l'instrument, par sa maîtrise technique, sa déconcertante 
décontraction, sa virtuosité. Musicien, il a durablement 
marqué l'histoire de la musique au travers de la 
collaboration qu'il entretint avec de grands compositeurs 
qui lui dédiaient leurs œuvres. Son fils et disciple Igor 

Oïstrakh est également un violoniste réputé. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DJh6i-t_I1Q  

 

________________________________________________

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/04/14/the-intellectual-death-of-anti-semitism-interview-with-jewish-writer-and-novelist-gerard-menuhim-part-i/#_ftnref1
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/04/14/the-intellectual-death-of-anti-semitism-interview-with-jewish-writer-and-novelist-gerard-menuhim-part-i/#_ftnref2
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/04/14/the-intellectual-death-of-anti-semitism-interview-with-jewish-writer-and-novelist-gerard-menuhim-part-i/#_ftnref3
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/04/14/the-intellectual-death-of-anti-semitism-interview-with-jewish-writer-and-novelist-gerard-menuhim-part-i/
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/04/14/the-intellectual-death-of-anti-semitism-interview-with-jewish-writer-and-novelist-gerard-menuhim-part-i/
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/04/14/the-intellectual-death-of-anti-semitism-interview-with-jewish-writer-and-novelist-gerard-menuhim-part-i/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DJh6i-t_I1Q
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The New World Order Is Universally Chaotic - Part II 
By Jonas E. Alexis  on April 15, 2016 

Every time we see some politician on television, pontificating about the benefits of some scheme which is 
obviously against the interests of the majority of any population, we must remind ourselves that he is 

just being paid to lie. 

 
“As an oligarch, making the majority squeal to death is part of my job.” 

By Jonas E. Alexis & Gerard Menuhin 
Alexis: You argue that “The only winners of the World 
Wars were the politicians and bankers who instigated 

them. The politicians were not representatives of their 
peoples but traitors; the bankers by their trade were 
cosmopolites. It followed that the benefits of these 
conflagrations were so significant that they eclipsed the 

importance of the estimated 76 million who left their 
lives while fighting in them. Since finance backed both 
sides in a ‘managed conflict,’ the citizens of both sides 
were left to foot the bill. ”[1]  
This is an important point. The war in Iraq for example 
will cost the average American at least $6 

trillion.[2] Neither George W. Bush nor the Neocons who 
spearheaded the war will suffer from it. In fact, those 
same Neocons, most specifically people like Daniel Pipes, 
want to use perpetual wars to destroy countries like 
Syria. 

With respect to the World Wars, you argue that “In the 
interval between the first and second acts, the Versailles 

Treaty, with its impossible demands, was imposed, in 
order to ensure that the looting could continue.”[3] You 

also quote Winston Churchill elsewhere saying that 
“Everything tends towards catastrophe and collapse. I 

am interested and geared up and happy.” Expand on that 
statement a bit. Tell us how the oligarchs used political 
manipulation to bludgeon the West into the World Wars. 
 

Menuhin: What is an oligarch? An oligarch may not only 
be a business magnate but a powerful individual too. 
‘Oligarch: member of oligarchy. Oligarchy: Government, 
State governed by the few.’ (Greek, oligoi few, arkho 
rule, Oxford Concise Dictionary) It all depends on their 
purpose. 

When we think of oligarchs, we usually mean the 
Russians who came to their riches during alcoholic 
President Yeltsin’s reign (Beresowski, Abramovich, 
Khodorkovsky, etc.), with the advice of Harvard’s Jeffrey 
Sachs. The word ‘oligarch’ implies a quality of banditry, a 

frontier spirit, which we in the West attribute to primitive 
societies. 

However, ‘The most civilized people are as near to 
barbarism as the most polished steel is to rust. Nations, 

http://www.veteranstoday.com/author/alexis/
http://www.veteranstoday.com/contact/staff-writers/
http://www.amazon.com/Tell-Truth-Shame-Devil-2015/dp/193778729X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1460732108&sr=8-1&keywords=gerard+menuhin
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/04/15/the-new-world-order-is-universally-chaotic-part-ii/#_ftn1
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/04/15/the-new-world-order-is-universally-chaotic-part-ii/#_ftn2
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/04/15/the-new-world-order-is-universally-chaotic-part-ii/#_ftn3
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like metals, have only a superficial brilliancy’ (Antoine de 
Rivarol). Some might dispute whether the U.S. is truly 

civilized. It was ‘discovered’ in the 15th century, 
colonized in the 17th century, its indigenous inhabitants 

tamed or exterminated, and then re-occupied by the 
money powers in the 18th, 19th, and 20th centuries, 
crowning their efforts with the institution of the Fed. 
Britain had been infected with the pestilence as early as 
1066 and capitulated entirely by 1694; France in 1789. 

1913 was a key year for the money powers in America. It 
saw the establishment of the Fed, of income taxes, and 
of the ADL, created to prevent criticism of Jews, by the 
same powers who wave the magic wand over those 
designated to become oligarchs. 
By the time the enormous landmass that is Russia 
became a target, North America had been captured by its 

own oligarchs. Oil, transport and the media had been 
monopolized. Carnegie, Harriman, Mellon, Morgan, 
Rockefeller are some of the most famous of the original 

19th century ‘robber barons’, but there are plenty of 
other present-day pillars of U.S. society, who also began 
as oligarchs. 

How can one ‘begin’ as an oligarch? Well, oligarchism 
doesn’t involve becoming in a regular way. It involves a 
sudden – to the external world inexplicable — boost in 
fortune. It doesn’t necessarily include a learning curve, 
or a brilliant invention. Inventions can be stolen, learning 
is on the job. It’s more an endowment, or assignment. 
Ethnicity isn’t always essential; a suitable character is. 

Some oligarchs have both. The required traits are: 
opportunism, indifference, venality. But oligarchs are all 
chosen for their willingness to endorse a New World 
Order. Briefly put, the New World Order requires 
universal chaos to be caused by means of a ‘strategy of 

tension’ (false flag terrorist action) which, in turn, 
requires a new order to be imposed, ‘for the good of the 

people’. 
Clearly, this change from a stable to an unstable society 
cannot occur overnight. It must be guided by hand-
picked politicians, major foundations (created by the 
oligarchs), and ostensibly well-meaning, convincingly-
named organizations like the Southern Poor Law Center 

or the NAACP. 
Populations must be degraded and dumbed down by 
means of expensive but devalued education, senseless 
entertainment, noxious nutrition and its ensuing 
disorders and addictions, and harmful pharmaceutical 
medication. [4]  
The young must be indoctrinated in subjects supported 

by generous university endowments, and infiltrated by 
egalitarian principles, like ‘Equal Opportunity’ and 
Women’s Rights, which purport to seek only what sounds 
utterly reasonable and desirable (‘Liberté, Fraternité, 
Egalité), but, in fact, are driven by quite other long term 
motives. This plan has been ongoing since the late 19th 
century and is now nearing fruition.[5] 

In the occupied countries, populations have succumbed 
to ‘Representative Democracy’, as exemplified by the 
parliamentary system. By and large, even under the 
politics of controlled opposition in the parliamentary 
system, populations are a nuisance. They must be 
allowed only as much choice as will lull them into apathy 

and the illusion that they enjoy basic freedoms, like 

freedom of expression, until the new world order takes 
form and they can be dominated completely. 
No electorate is genuinely empowered to choose a 
popular leader. Should, as a result of a breakdown in 

oversight, a popular leader be elected (Chavez in 
Venezuela, Morales in Bolivia, earlier, Peron in 

Argentina), they are threatened by corrupt ‘opposition’, 
backed by external powers, and, almost inevitably, 

overthrown by a coup. 
Oligarchs exist and flourish all over the world. 
Particularly in the unsettled or rebellious countries, they 
play a useful role. The Ukraine, for instance, is run, 
officially and unofficially, by oligarchs, actually successful 

gangsters who stop at nothing to get what they want. 
In the Ukraine, ethnicity has been a major factor since 
the 8th century Khazar conversion. Practically all 
business and media in the Ukraine is in the hands of 
Jewish oligarchs, some of them previous communist 
party apparatchiks. In such unruly countries, where 
government is still unsettled, oligarchs must control their 

fiefdoms by violence; in secured or occupied countries, 
where governments have been accustomed to obeying 
the money powers for centuries, oligarchs may simply 

act as placeholders for wealth transfers from alleged 
foes, like Russia. 
In unsettled countries, people are still marginally free. 

That is, they may be shot for expressing a genuine desire 
for choice/freedom. That explains why countries 
previously ruled from Moscow are unwilling to submit to 
the dictates of the EU now. They refuse to accept hordes 
of refugees. In the secured countries, opposition is often 
feigned, or instigated only to confuse citizens. Decades of 
dumbing down and debt-acquired benefits have ensured 

that any genuine resistance seldom occurs and is easily 
quelled with a few whiffs of teargas. 
So how do you get to be an oligarch? How does a nobody 
from nowhere become enormously wealthy, or president 
of a country? Who gives them their jump-start? 

One can only go by probability. Essential is, obviously, to 
search for a suitable person among those to whom 

money means everything. This qualification alone 
reduces the quest to a certain ethnicity, although not 
exclusively. Probably, a young, malleable person (often 
an orphan) comes to the attention of those who make 
these decisions and is put on the right track. (One can 
almost picture a line-up of protégés being interviewed by 

the local rabbi.) 
Those who prove unsuitable may have to be discarded, 
but the attractions are so great that the chosen must 
hardly ever disappoint their mentors. Eventually, you 
have a structure in which politics (e.g. Clinton, Obama) 
and business (e.g. Murdoch) are in lockstep. They 
perform on demand and are allowed their private 

weaknesses, no matter how deplorable. Most likely, they 
would never have been chosen, had they not exhibited a 
potential weakness in the first place. In this way, the 
ones who really pull the strings and whose ethnicity is 
unvaried can stay in the background. 
Take, for example, Roman Abramovich. Depending on 
whom you believe: 

‘Abramovich, the son of Jewish parents from Saratow on 
the Volga, was an early orphan and school dropout from 
the provinces, who became a powerful oil and metals 
tycoon during the Yeltsin era. When Abramovich was one 
and a half years old, his mother Irina, a piano teacher, 
died of blood poisoning (the result of an illegal abortion), 

at four, he lost his father Arkadi too, in a work-related 

accident (he was knocked down by a construction 
crane).’ (Metapedia, translated from the German) 
‘(Abramovich) first worked as a street-trader and then as 
a mechanic at a local factory. At the peak of perestroika, 

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/04/15/the-new-world-order-is-universally-chaotic-part-ii/#_ftn4
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/04/15/the-new-world-order-is-universally-chaotic-part-ii/#_ftn5
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Abramovich sold imported rubber ducks from his Moscow 
apartment. He attended the Gubkin Institute of Oil and 

Gas in Moscow (where he sold retreaded car tyres as a 
sideline), then traded commodities for Runicom, a Swiss 

trading company. 
‘In 1988, as perestroika opened up opportunities for 
privatization in the Soviet Union, Abramovich got a 
chance to legitimize his old business. He and Olga set up 
a company making dolls. Within a few years his wealth 

spread from oil conglomerates to pig farms and he also 
started investing in other businesses.’ (Wikipedia) 
Possibly, the mysterious boost in Abramovich’s 
entrepreneurial fortunes occurred between the rubber 
duck venture and his induction into the Institute of Oil 
and Gas. Presumably, his success at selling bath toys did 
not integrate seamlessly into the stratosphere of a 

billionaire. Today, Abramovich owns three of the world’s 
largest yachts and the Chelsea football team. How much 
time such amusements allow him for ‘business’ is 

debatable. 
The father of Abramovich’s mentor, Berezovsky, was, like 
Abramovich’s, a construction worker, who then moved to 

Moscow and became a rabbi (Metapedia). The mystery of 
how Berezovsky and Abramovich acquired Russia’s 
largest energy provider (Sibneft, now Gazprom) and 
probably were used to export its ownership to the UK 
where they both live(d) — in 2013, Berezovsky was 
found suspended by his scarf from a shower rail — is 
explained by  the action of the third oligarch in this trio, 

Khodorkovsky, who left the shares of his oil firm, Yukos, 
to Jacob Rothschild, when Putin had him arrested in 
2003. Gazprom is based in Moscow, but its profits may 
not remain there. 

 
In the case of Europe’s latest political pawns, an 
additional curious commonality is their small stature: 
France’s Sarkozy and Hollande, Italy’s Berlusconi, 
Russia’s Medvedev, Germany’s Heiko Maas are all very 
small men, at a time when humans are growing taller. 

Apart from their smallness, each would reveal under 
scrutiny some standard deficiency which has rendered 
them serviceable. 
Conversely, none of them is interesting in his own right 
(except perhaps as a study in pathology), or 
statesmanlike, or distinguished. These marionettes are 
not stupid, but they were perhaps not very good at their 

chosen professions. Lack of ability is more than made up 

by ambition. 
Churchill, a political turncoat, was the perfect example of 
such a character. He was infinitely adaptable and cared 
only for luxury and personal aggrandizement. Judging by 

the famous photograph of him with the cigar and sub-
machine gun, he liked to think of himself as a sort of 

upper class gangster. 
“Everything tends towards catastrophe and collapse. I am 
interested, geared up and happy. Is it not horrible to be 
built like that? The preparations have a hideous 
fascination for me” (Letter to his wife, 28 July, 1914). 

By 1914, all the second-ranking kingpins were in place 
and financed to ensure that the plan for world 
domination could take the next great step: the 
imposition of ’Communism’ (false socialism) on Russia. 
For Communism to have a chance, Tsarist Russia had to 

be weakened. Japan had been backed by Rothschild front 
Schiff against Russia in 1904 – 1905, but the 1905 
Russian revolution was premature. 
Obviously a greater conflagration was required. The fuse 
for World War I was lit with the assassination by Serbs of 
Archduke Franz Ferdinand at Sarajevo in June 1914 
(planned by the Grand Orient Lodge in 1912). Russian 

politicians Iswolski and Sasonow, rather than Nicholas II, 

colluded with France’s President Poincaré (a 
Germanophobe, married to a Jewess), and were financed 
by France to spread anti-Austria/Germany propaganda. 
Germany, as the main target, had to be enticed into the 
conflict. Each of the major powers, Germany, Britain and 
France, received loans from its own Rothschild affiliate, 

to enable it to fight the war. Even before the turn of the 
century, Russia had received loans from ‘French’ banks 
Hoskier-Paribas and Rothschild. 
To ensure the manipulation of public opinion, the money 
powers bought the most important news agencies: Wolff 
(Germany), Reuters (Britain), Havas (France). Their 

control of these agencies also enabled the Rothschilds to 
keep their name out of the news. 

During the First World War, Churchill, having advanced 
meanwhile to First Sea Lord, instigated the catastrophic 
1915/1916 Gallipoli campaign (115,000 British and 
dominion casualties). 
“I know this war is smashing and shattering the lives of 
thousands every moment –and yet –I cannot help it—I 
love every second I live.” (Letter to Asquith’s daughter 

Violet, 22 February, 1915). 

During the Second World War, Churchill fulfilled his role, 
once he had been saved from bankruptcy and incorrect 
political views, by a genetic helper and thus reminded of 
his duty to this mother’s ethnicity. Ever unsuitable in his 
position, he was responsible for the failed Norway 
campaign, even before he became Prime Minister. If 
Chamberlain had remained prime minister, the war might 

not have occurred, or might have been curtailed, the 
U.S. might not have been able to participate, Germany 
might have defeated Soviet Russia, etc. 
“… the powers of financial capitalism had another far 
reaching aim, nothing less than to create a world system 
of financial control in private hands able to dominate the 
political system of each country and the economy of the 
world as a whole.” (Tragedy and Hope, Carroll Quigley, 
1966) 

The collusion of business and politics, of ethnic oligarchs 
and politicians, is clearly illustrated by the photograph of 
Churchill and Bernard Baruch in the back of Baruch’s 

limousine in 1944. Baruch, a major force behind the War 
Industries Board, had left the NYSE (on which he had 
bought a seat), to ‘advise’ both Woodrow Wilson and 
Roosevelt, both of whom performed ideally for their 

handlers, for some of the same reasons as mentioned 
above. 

FDR had been diagnosed with polio already in 1921. As 
for his wife, she shared certain of Hillary Clinton’s 
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preferences, which, while ordinary these days, were 
scandalous then. And so it continues. 

Every time we see some politician on television, 
pontificating about the benefits of some scheme which is 

obviously against the interests of the majority of any 
population, we must remind ourselves that he is just 
being paid to lie. The marriage of money and politics, in 
the service of a plan conceived by mercenary hominids, 
will prove the downfall of humanity. 

 
[1] Gerard Menuhin, Tell the Truth and Shame the 
Devil (Washington: The Barnes Review, 2015), 367. 
[2] David Lazarus, “Iraq war cost: $6 trillion. What else 
could have been done?,” LA Times, March 18, 2013; 
Michael B Kelley and Geoffrey Ingersoll, “The Iraq War 
Could Cost More Than $6 Trillion,” Business Insider, 
March 14, 2013; Bob Dreyfuss, “The $6 Trillion 
Wars,” The Nation, March 29, 2013; “Iraq War Cost U.S. 
More Than $2 Trillion, Could Grow to $6 Trillion, Says 
Watson Institute Study,” Huffington Post, March 14, 
2013. 
[3] Menuhin, Tell the Truth and Shame the Devil, 325. 

[4] For studies on some of these issues, see for example 
David Healey, Let Them Eat Prozac: The Unhealthy 
Relationship Between the Pharmaceutical Industry and 
Depression (New York: New York University Press, 
2006); Pharmageddon(Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 2012); Ronald William 
Maris, Pillaged: Psychiatric Medications and Suicide 
Risk (Columbia: University of South Carolina, 2015); 
Robert Whitaker, Anatomy of an Epidemic: Magic Bullets, 
Psychiatric Drugs, and the Astonishing Rise of Mental 
Illness in America (New York: Random House, 2012); 
Peter R. Breggin, Toxic Psychiatry: Why Therapy, 

Empathy and Love Must Replace the Drugs, Electroshock, 
and Biochemical Theories of the “New Psychiatry” (New 
York: St. Martin’s Press, 1991); Peter Gotzsche, Deadly 
Medicines and Organised Crime: How Big Pharma Has 
Corrupted Healthcare (New York and London: Radcliffe 
Publishing, 2013). 
[5] Michael Jones, Degenerate Moderns: Modernity as 
Rationalized Sexual Misbehavior (South Bend: Fidelity 
Press, 2012). 
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/04/15/the-new-
world-order-is-universally-chaotic-part-ii/  

____________________________________________ 

Section 18C must apply to all, warns George Christensen 

 
National Affairs Editor, Canberra, Sid Maher, THE 

AUSTRALIAN, FEBRUARY 29, 2016 1:40PM 

 
Federal MP George Christensen said the act was designed 

and intended to offend. 

Outspoken North Queensland MP George 
Christensen has declared Section 18C of the 
Radicial Discrimination Act will be “legislated 

racism itself” if it protects all people except 
Australians of European descent. 
Mr Christensen, introducing a private members Bill into 
parliament to outlaw burning the Australian flag, 
criticised the Human Rights Commission for failing to 
take action against a protest in April last year where the 

Australian flag was burned. 
Protesters had burned the Australian flag chanting “No 
pride in genocide” and then “always was, always will be, 
Aboriginal land’’. 
Mr Christensen lodged a complaint with the Australian 

Human Rights Commission about the protest but it was 
dismissed. 

But Mr Christensen said he could not see how burning 
the Australian flag could be anything “but an attack 

based on nationality and, specifically, Australians of 
European descent’’. 
“The protesters’ action was not about burning the 
physical entity but attacking the values and ideals of the 
nation that it represents. The existence of this connection 

is the very reason why this particular symbol was chosen 
to be desecrated. 
“They did not burn an ISIS flag. They did not burn a 
swastika. 

“They specifically chose to burn the national symbol 
because they knew that would cause maximum offence 
to their targets — patriotic Australians of European 

extraction, who have as much right to be in this country 
as Aboriginal Australians — or anyone else.’’ 
Mr Christensen said the act was designed and intended 
to offend. 
“If Section 18C is not equally applied to all, then it is a 
joke,’’ Mr Christensen said. 

“If Section 18C protects peoples of all nations except 
Australia — and people of all ethnicity — except 
Australians of European descent, then the Act is 
legislated racism itself.’’ 
Section 18C makes it unlawful to “offend, insult, 

humiliate or intimidate” a person because of their “race, 
colour or national or ethnic origin”. 

The Abbott government abandoned its promised free 
speech changes to section 18C of the Racial 
Discrimination Act after winning an election mandate. 
At the weekend former Prime Minister John Howard 
expressed disappointment that the Abbott government 
had abandoned its proposed changes. 
Mr Howard attacked a climate of repression and warned 

people were being “cowed’’ against stating their views on 
issues. 
Speaking in support of his private members’ bill Mr 
Christensen said in uncertain times “we need the strong 
foundation of cultural values and beliefs upon which this 
nation was founded and through which this nation has 

flourished’’. 
Mr Christensen said “the chattering classes and the self-
proclaimed elite, egged on by a compliant and self-

http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/04/15/the-new-world-order-is-universally-chaotic-part-ii/#_ftnref1
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/04/15/the-new-world-order-is-universally-chaotic-part-ii/#_ftnref2
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/04/15/the-new-world-order-is-universally-chaotic-part-ii/#_ftnref3
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/04/15/the-new-world-order-is-universally-chaotic-part-ii/#_ftnref4
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/04/15/the-new-world-order-is-universally-chaotic-part-ii/#_ftnref5
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/04/15/the-new-world-order-is-universally-chaotic-part-ii/
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serving media, are forcing the entire nation to apologise 
for everything the nation is as represents’’. 

He said those who supported 18C had to support his 
anti-flag burning bill. 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/nationalaffairs/sectio
n18cmustapplytoallwarnsgeorgechristensen/newsstory/
72851a6575774e57e14cbfa4c8b8560f  

Mr Christensen - just a brief congratulations for having  
the courage of your convictions and making your position 

clear on the obnoxious RDA S 18C. Sid Maher labels you 
"outspoken", which in our current climate of PC is 

synonymous with being a fearless and mature individual. 
Take care - you'll have a strong lobby opposing you now. 
Best wishes. Fredrick Toben 

________________________________________________ 

‘Offence’ under section 18C is a provision too broad 
ROSALIND CROUCHER, THE AUSTRALIAN, MARCH 3, 2016 12:00AM 

Following an extensive inquiry into federal laws 
that encroach on fundamental freedoms, including 
freedom of speech, the Australian Law Reform 
Commission has identified section 18C of the Racial 
Discrimination Act as one possible target for 
reform. 

While recognising the need for racial vilification laws, the 

ALRC has concluded that section 18C may be too broad 
because it can capture conduct that “offends” people on 
the basis of their race. “Offence” may be too low a 
threshold. 
But the ALRC also found there might be a need for new 
criminal laws to target the most serious types of racial 

vilification. 
Given the heated debate and polarisation about section 
18C, and in particular since the 2011 court case 
concerning Andrew Bolt, a call for review of the section 
may be seen as contentious. It is important, therefore, to 
understand why the ALRC arrived at this conclusion. 
The ALRC’s findings appear in its report, Traditional 

Rights and Freedoms — Encroachments by 
Commonwealth Laws, released yesterday. Freedom of 

speech was one of several “traditional rights, freedoms 
and privileges” listed in the terms of reference for this 
wide-ranging inquiry. First, it is important to be clear 
that the ALRC did not seek to establish whether section 

18C has caused, in practice, any particular unjustifiable 
interference with freedom of speech. Rather, the 
conclusion is that this part of the Racial Discrimination 
Act may unjustifiably interfere with freedom of speech by 
extending to speech that is reasonably likely to “offend” 
people because of their race. Section 18C is broader than 
is required under international law to prohibit the 

advocacy of racial hatred, broader than similar laws in 
other jurisdictions, and may be susceptible to 
constitutional challenge. 

Section 18C is aimed at dealing with racial hatred. It 
makes it unlawful to do something that is “reasonably 
likely” to “offend, insult, humiliate or intimidate” people 
because of their “race, colour or national or ethnic 

origin”. Section 18D provides exemptions for anything 
said or done reasonably and in good faith for various 
purposes, including artistic work and reporting on events 
or matters of public interest. 
The main arguments in favour of section 18C relate to 
the need to prohibit racial vilification: public acts that 

encourage or incite others to hate people because of 
their race, nationality, country of origin, colour or ethnic 
origin. The concept of vilification carries a sense of 
extreme abuse or hatred of its object, provoking hostile 
and even violent responses. This requires something 

going beyond simply giving offence. Arguably, the words 
of section 18C are not limited to racial vilification. 

Section 18C is broader than is required under 
international law. Article 20 of the International Covenant 

on Civil and Political Rights requires that any “advocacy 
of national, racial or religious hatred that constitutes 
incitement to discrimination, hostility or violence shall be 
prohibited by law”. By extending to matters only likely to 
offend, section 18C may go beyond the permissible 
limitations on freedom of speech set out in the same 

convention. 

On the other hand, the need to protect against harmful 
speech is clearly contemplated in international law and 
Federal Court cases have found that section 18C is 
consistent with Australia’s undertakings under 
international law. 
The ALRC also looked at the vilification legislation in 

other common-law countries. For example, equivalent 
New Zealand and British provisions are narrower than 
the Australian provision, particularly as they do not cover 
mere offensiveness, and require that the person provoke 
hostility or hatred against a group of persons. In 2013, a 
broader provision in the Canadian Human Rights Act was 
repealed, including because the provision conflicted with 

the “freedom of thought, belief, opinion and expression” 
protected by the Canadian Charter of Rights and 

Freedoms. 
In Australia, there are also questions about constitutional 
validity that have not yet been tested before the High 
Court. Section 18C may be vulnerable to challenge on 

two fronts. 
The first is the question of whether section 18C is validly 
supported by the external affairs power in the 
Constitution. This would arise if the provision extended 
beyond Australia’s international obligations, which may 
be said to focus on protecting against racial vilification 
and hatred, rather than prohibiting offence or insult. 

The second relates to the implied freedom of political 
communication. In this context, the High Court has 
observed that “insult and invective” are a legitimate part 

of political discussion and debate. The inclusion of the 
words “offend” and “insult” raises a possibility the High 
Court, in an appropriate case, might read down the scope 
of section 18C or find it invalid. 

It would be a mistake to review section 18C in isolation. 
While section 18C may go too far in some respects, there 
are also serious questions about whether present laws 
provide adequate protection against more serious hate 
speech. 
The International Convention on the Elimination of All 

Forms of Racial Discrimination calls for the 
criminalisation of the dissemination of ideas and other 
activities that promote and incite racial discrimination. 
This is not fully implemented in Australian law because 
section 18C does not create a criminal offence, only the 

ability to make a complaint to the Australian Human 
Rights Commission and an application alleging unlawful 

discrimination to the courts, which may order 
compensation. 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/nationalaffairs/section18cmustapplytoallwarnsgeorgechristensen/newsstory/72851a6575774e57e14cbfa4c8b8560f
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/nationalaffairs/section18cmustapplytoallwarnsgeorgechristensen/newsstory/72851a6575774e57e14cbfa4c8b8560f
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/nationalaffairs/section18cmustapplytoallwarnsgeorgechristensen/newsstory/72851a6575774e57e14cbfa4c8b8560f
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/legal-affairs/law-reform-commission-wants-section-18c-of-race-act-reviewed/news-story/587fe0ec545e32b540b99dc44780d82a
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/legal-affairs/law-reform-commission-wants-section-18c-of-race-act-reviewed/news-story/587fe0ec545e32b540b99dc44780d82a
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Further, people can be vilified on grounds other than 
race, and there are arguments Australians may not be 

adequately protected from vilification on the grounds of 
sex, gender identity and sexual orientation, for example. 

All states have racial discrimination legislation in many 
ways similar to the Racial Discrimination Act but the 
approaches to vilification and other conduct based on 
racial hatred are not uniform. A review of section 18C 
also would provide the opportunity to consider 

harmonising commonwealth, state and territory laws. 
Section 18C is not, of course, the only commonwealth 
law that encroaches on free speech. There are more than 
500 government secrecy provisions alone, which were 
examined in an extensive ALRC inquiry in 2009. In the 
area of commercial and corporate regulation, a range of 
intellectual property, media, broadcasting and 

telecommunications laws restrict the content of 
publications, broadcasts, advertising and other media 
products. In the context of workplace relations, anti-

discrimination law prohibits certain forms of speech and 
expression. 
While it is widely recognised that freedom of speech is 

not absolute, the ALRC report identifies some laws that 
may unjustifiably limit free speech. In addition to section 
18C, the report highlights: counter-terrorism laws, in 
particular the offence of advocating terrorism; various 

terrorism-related secrecy offences, in particular those 
relating to “special intelligence operations”; and 

commonwealth secrecy offences generally. Some of 
these laws have been reviewed by the Independent 

National Security Legislation Monitor, and its recommen-
dations about offences for disclosing ASIO “special 
intelligence operations’’ have been accepted by the 
government. 
In addition to freedom of speech, the ALRC report looks 

at a wide range of fundamental rights and freedoms. 
Identifying and critically examining laws that limit rights 
plays a crucial part in protecting rights and may inform 
decisions about whether such laws might be amended or 
repealed. This can complement work that considers other 
ways to protect rights — such as by creating new causes 
of action or new offences, or by enacting a bill of rights. 

The report contributes to broader discussion and debate 
about protecting rights in democratic societies. Law and 
law reform have an important role to play in this 

continuing discussion. 
Rosalind Croucher is president of the Australian Law 
Reform Commission. 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/offence-
under-section-18c-is-a-provision-too-broad/news-
story/6a785a0514241fc047498e003b7f1d3f 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Denial leaflets in uni carpark 
March 3, 2016 

 
University of Melbourne. 

HOLOCAUST denial reared its ugly head on campus on 
the first day of the new university semester on Monday. 

Flyers claiming that “Holocaust studies is replete with 
nonsense, if not sheer fraud” were placed on hundreds of 
cars in the University of Melbourne’s University Square 

carpark. The flyer said that the Holocaust was “the 
greatest swindle of all time” and that “in war, truth is the 
first casualty” before pointing people to an Australian 
website that is rife with Holocaust denial content. 

The website claims that eyewitness testimony from 
Holocaust survivors is not reliable because the testimony 
is “downright implausible or impossible”, and that 
scholars and courts of law recognise the problem with 
eyewitness accounts. 
“It really is a testimony to the effectiveness of post war 
propaganda that so few people in the war-time ‘Allied’ 

countries, Australia included, realise the practical non-
existence of material or documentary evidence in support 
of essential narrative Holocaust allegations, while at the 
same time, so many harbour the deep impression that 

witnesses to alleged Holocaust crimes are far more 

numerous and far more credible than they really are,” 
the website states. 
A spokesperson for the University of Melbourne 
confirmed the flyers were removed. 

“After learning of the flyers, the university’s security staff 
went through the University Square carpark and removed 

all those they could find,” the spokesperson said. 
“Other carparks were checked but no other flyers were 
found.” 
B’nai B’rith Anti-Defamation Commission chairman Dvir 
Abramovich said that the flyers are “utterly sickening”, 
“repugnant” and “nothing more than anti-Semitic tracts” 

that sought to target and poison the minds of students 
on the first day of semester. 
“This is an alarming escalation in anti-Jewish hostility 
and is a cause for serious concern,” Abramovich said. 
“The racists and bigots who distributed these Holocaust 
denial materials want to confuse readers by disguising 
this venom and vileness as a legitimate alternative view 

of history, and are trying to promote the abhorrent 
message of racism, Nazism and Fascism.” 
He said that universities are bastions of intellectual 
thought and academic exploration, and those who attend 
should not be subjected to such hateful propaganda that 
denies the reality of the Holocaust and spreads blatant 
lies about the near-extinction of European Jewry. 

“It is another reminder that we must continue to speak 
out and educate against individuals and groups who are 
using the tools of prejudice to project a basic hatred of 
the Jewish people.” 
JOSHUA LEVI 
 
http://www.jewishnews.net.au/denial-leaflets-in-uni-
carpark/52466  

 
_________________________________________________ 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/offence-under-section-18c-is-a-provision-too-broad/news-story/6a785a0514241fc047498e003b7f1d3f
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/offence-under-section-18c-is-a-provision-too-broad/news-story/6a785a0514241fc047498e003b7f1d3f
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/offence-under-section-18c-is-a-provision-too-broad/news-story/6a785a0514241fc047498e003b7f1d3f
http://www.jewishnews.net.au/denial-leaflets-in-uni-carpark/52466
http://www.jewishnews.net.au/denial-leaflets-in-uni-carpark/52466
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Longborough 2016: 7 ways to get into Wagner 
By Ben Lawrence, 26 FEBRUARY 2016 • 3:55PM 

 
Power and romance: the 2012 production of 

Götterdämmerung at the Longborough Festival 

 
Follow conductor Anthony Negus’s seven steps to fall in 

love with the mighty composer 

Ever since he was 14, the conductor and pianist Anthony 

Negus knew that Richard Wagner’s work would dominate 
his life. It has been a long and detailed journey from 
playing Parsifal for Welsh National Opera in 1983, 
through to conducting Tristan und Isolde, Die 
Meistersinger von Nürnberg and the four epic dramas 
that make up the Der Ring des Nibelungen cycle.  
Between 2002 and 2013, that cycle dominated Negus’s 

career. 
It started with a shortened version of the entire work for 
the Longborough Festival in Gloucestershire, and in 2007 
he conducted a full version of its first part, Das 

Rheingold. Negus built on the cycle there, until, in 2013, 

it was performed three times in its entirety. 

This summer he will return to Longborough, a bijou 
country opera house that has become a place of 
pilgrimage for Wagnerians, with a new production of 
Tannhäuser, that emotionally astute study of the battle 
between sacred and profane love. 
Here, Negus explains why Wagner has captivated him 

and why we, too, should enter his epic world of magic, 
philosophy and human nature. 
1. If you love Game of Thrones... Just as George RR 
Martin’s fantasy novels draw you into a fully realised, 
complex world, so, in the Ring cycle, Wagner harnesses a 
gargantuan story of gods, heroes and mythical creatures. 

“I hope that works like Game of Thrones will revive 
interest,” says Negus. 

2. It has a cinematic quality From Charlie Chaplin’s The 
Great Dictator (which contained a passage from 
Lohengrin) to Apocalypse Now’s appropriation of Ride of 
the Valkyries, the big screen has always seen the 
potential in Wagner’s music. “It’s no surprise,” says 

Negus. “The stage directions are just like a film.”  
3. It is romantic The sheer romance of Wagner often 
penetrates his complex plotting. This is especially true, 
says Negus, with Brünnhilde in the Ring cycle: “We see 
her go through the depths of misery before rising above 
it to achieve a sublime wisdom. It is very moving.”  
4. Well-rounded women characters “Wagner always 

invested the profoundest human characteristics in his 
female leads,” says Negus.  
5. Look beyond the history Negus acknowledges the 

awkward association with Hitler but says the secret to 
understanding what Wagner really intended lies in the 
markings on his scores. One of his favourites was “zart” 

which is German for “tender”.  
6. It’s an emotional rollercoaster Nowhere is music’s light 
and  shade more fully expressed than in Wagner, says 
Negus, from the devastation you feel with Die Walküre to 
the uplifting  end of Tristan und Isolde.  
7. It’s surprisingly meditative  Despite the intoxicating 
power of the music, there is much to be gained from 

what isn’t on the page or in the performance. Negus 
explains: “There is always rhythm but there is also 
stillness beneath the notes, and that’s the quality I love 
the most.”  
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/opera/what-to-
see/longborough-2016-7-ways-to-get-into-wagner/ 

_______________________________________________ 

Video urges Year 7 and 8 students to ignore physical gender 

 
Rachel Baxendale, Reporter, Melbourne 
THE AUSTRALIAN, FEBRUARY 27, 2016 
12:00AM  

 
A video encourages Year 7 and 8 students across 
Australia to forget they have penises and vaginas and 
focus on their individuality. 

A new taxpayer-funded anti-bullying video that 
encourages Year 7 and 8 students across Australia 
to forget they have penises and vaginas and focus 
on their individuality has been savaged by 
education experts. 

The La Trobe University video — entitled Freedom 

Fighters and invoking the 1995 Mel Gibson 
film Braveheart — is part of a federally funded lesson 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/authors/ben-lawrence/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/opera/what-to-see/longborough-2016-anthony-negus-on-tannhuser/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/opera/what-to-see/longborough-2016-anthony-negus-on-tannhuser/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/opera/what-to-see/longborough-2016-7-ways-to-get-into-wagner/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/opera/what-to-see/longborough-2016-7-ways-to-get-into-wagner/
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/author/Rachel+Baxendale
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plan by the creators of the controversial Safe Schools 
Coalition sexual diversity program. 

 
It depicts a scenario in which Martians invade and 

enforce a strict male-female division. 
Channelling Mel Gibson’s William Wallace, “non-binary” 
male and female characters urge students to fight back. 
“They may take our penises, they may take our vaginas, 
but they will never take our freedom!” they say. 
“You don’t have to be a certain way just because you 

have a penis. You don’t have to be a certain way just 
because you have a vagina. 
“We’re not gonna care about that. We’re gonna do what 
we wanna do. We’re gonna be who we wanna be.’’ 
The video is part of an online resource called the 
Practical Guide to Love, Sex and Relationships, which 

was created by La Trobe University’s Australian Research 
Centre in Sex, Health and Society. 
Australian Catholic University senior research fellow 

Kevin Donnelly, who taught English to Year 7-12 
students for 18 years, said he doubted students would 
take the content seriously. 
Contrary to its stated aim of mitigating bullying of 

students who did not feel they belonged to a particular 
gender, the video risked increasing misunderstanding 
and confusion, he said. 
“It would be laughed out of the classroom,” said Dr 
Donnelly, who co-chaired the recent review of the 
Australian national curriculum. 
“It presents a very simplistic view of gender and in many 

ways the scenario is so unbelievable that it’s farcical. My 
view would be that adolescent students would find it 
difficult to understand and would not be able to believe it 

was credible or believable because it’s such a wacky 
situation and so contrived that they would probably see it 
as a farce.’’ 

The research centre produced the Safe Schools Coalition 
sexual diversity program, which is under a Turnbull 
government review. 
The centre’s founding member and co-writer of the guide 
Anne Mitchell said it was produced independently of Safe 
Schools and was designed to support the new health and 
physical education curriculum. “It’s a very sex-positive 

program,” Professor Mitchell said. “It’s relationships-
based and designed to try to give encouragement to 
students to understand consent and the capacity for sex 
to be a good, enjoyable thing.” 
The professionally illustrated and produced video is 

voiced by comedian and sometime ABC Spicks and 
Specks host Josh Earl and actress Laura Davies. 

The online video is open for use at public and private 
schools across Australia but it is unclear how many 

schools will have taken up the program, which was only 
launched this month. 

Debate over the Safe Schools Coalition continued to rage 
yesterday as Australia’s biggest support network for gay, 
lesbian and trans youth accused Coalition MP George 
Christensen of “exaggerating” the impact of links 
appearing on its website connecting kids with sex shops. 

Mr Christensen accused Safe Schools and its partners of 
“grooming” children by providing links to sex-advice 
websites. 
Minus18 Foundation chief executive Micah Scott, co-
author of the recent “All of Us” education resource 
released by the Safe Schools Coalition, would not commit 
to removing the links from its website. It emerged 

yesterday that one of the links, to the Tool Shed sex 
shop, had been removed by Minus18. The Minus18 
website, funded by the Victorian government, features 

an article titled “Cover your Tracks’’, which provides 
technical advice on removing internet searches. 
Mr Scott, who oversees a database of more than 5000 

“same-sex-attracted and gender-diverse youth” from 
across the country, defended offering youth advice on 
how to erase web searches. “Many of the young people 
we work with risk being kicked out of home for being 
LGBTI,” he said. “For these youth, getting information 
online in private is a matter of safety. 
“George Christensen’s comments rely on misinformation 

and exaggeration to spread fear. He misrepresents the 
nature of content, even citing publicly available YouTube 
content as ‘R-rated’.” 
A Safe Schools Coalition spokeswoman said the All of Us 
resource was compiled by teachers, a curriculum 

consultant and Minus18. “Their expertise helped ensure 
the resource was relevant and engaging for young people 

and we are very proud to work with them,” she said. 
The spokeswoman said the Safe Schools Coalition would 
not “direct or influence any of the independent 
organisations” as regards removing links from their 
websites. 
LGBTI advocate and former military officer Cate 

McGregor said there was “legitimate controversy” 
involving the Safe Schools program. Ms McGregor said 
some material being discussed in relation to the program 
was of “concern”. 
“I’m worried that some of the material did give the 
Christian lobby ammunition with which to galvanise a 
fear campaign,” Ms McGregor said. 

Malcolm Turnbull this week ordered a review into the 
Safe Schools program, which receives $8 million under a 
four-year contract approved by Labor. The review will 
focus on whether the program is age-appropriate, 
educationally sound and aligned to the national 
curriculum. 
The Prime Minister yesterday urged MPs to use “very 

measured language” and to consider the impact of their 
words on young people.“ The strength of our society is 
based on mutual respect and that is something that must 
be extended to all of our children and indeed all 
Australians,” he said. 
 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/nationalaffairs/educat

ion/videourgesyear7and8studentstoignorephysicalgender

/newsstory/b3c110bd7fe4ad98106fdb08aea2afad 

_________________________________________  

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/nationalaffairs/education/videourgesyear7and8studentstoignorephysicalgender/newsstory/b3c110bd7fe4ad98106fdb08aea2afad
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/nationalaffairs/education/videourgesyear7and8studentstoignorephysicalgender/newsstory/b3c110bd7fe4ad98106fdb08aea2afad
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/nationalaffairs/education/videourgesyear7and8studentstoignorephysicalgender/newsstory/b3c110bd7fe4ad98106fdb08aea2afad
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The Panama Papers: Nationalists in the Crosshairs 
 April 5, 2016 Lightning Warrior 

 
Yesterday, I was skimming through the headlines of an 

alternative news sight when I saw the headline: “Largest 
Leak Ever: Whistleblower Reveals Global Elite Crime 

Network”. Upon reading this headline, my first reaction 
was to think to myself: “Did they really finally blow the 
lid off on the whole Globalist operation?” 
Intrigued by such a provocative headline, I read through 
the article which detailed the recently leaked (April 

3rd2016) “Panama Papers”- 2.6 terabytes of leaked data 
from Mossack Fonseca, a law firm in Panama that sells 
anonymous offshore companies around the world. An 
anonymous insider leaked the data to the German 
newspaper, Süddeutsche Zeitung. The article (which was 
just a reposting of the original Süddeutsche Zeitung 

article) stated that 
The (Panama Papers) provide(s) rare insights into a 
world that can only exist in the shadows. It proves how a 
global industry led by major banks, legal firms, and asset 
management companies secretly manages the estates of 
the world’s rich and famous: from politicians, Fifa 
officials, fraudsters and drug smugglers, to celebrities 
and professional athletes. 

At the end of the article there was a link to the main 
“Panama Papers” website, which was a well-polished, 
expensive-looking setup with professionally done 
graphics and illustrations. Obviously some money went 
into this thing, which was my first red flag. The Panama 

Papers site is posted on the Süddeutsche Zeitung news 
website. Süddeutsche Zeitung itself was the first 
newspaper to receive a license from the U.S. military 
administration of Bavaria on October 6th, 1945. The first 
issue was published the same evening, and its first 
article began with the following statement: 
For the first time since the collapse of the brown rule of 

terror, a newspaper run by Germans is published in 
Munich. It is limited by the political necessities of our 
days, but it is not bound by censorship, nor gagged by 
constraints of conscience. 

Süddeutsche Zeitung is owned by Südwestdeutsche 
Medien Holding (Southwest German Media Holding), one 
of the largest media companies in Germany. Recently the 
validity of news media in Germany has come under fire 
with the publication of the book “Gekaufte Journalisten” 
or “Bought Journalists”. Written by former German news 

editor, Udo Ulfkotte, the book details how during his time 
working as the editor one of Germany’s largest 
newspapers, Ulfkotte explains how he was secretly paid 
by the CIA and the German Secret Service 
(Bundesnachrichtendienst ) to spin particular news 

stories in a way that was favorable for the agendas of 
the U.S. and NATO, while painting its enemies in a 

negative light. It was also made clear that this wasn’t an 

isolated incident, but rather a common practice in the 

mainstream German media and Europe as a whole. 

The practice of painting the enemies of the U.S., NATO, 
Corporate Globalism, and International Finance Capital as 
“evil doers” by the media is nothing new, and 
Süddeutsche Zeitung and its Panama Papers are most 
certainly carrying this out in spades. At the top of the list 
in nearly every article talking about the Panama Papers 

and the “shady deals” highlighted within is the West’s 
favorite boogeyman, Vladimir Putin. While Putin himself 
is not named in the papers, several of his associates are, 
with the media running with a “guilt-by-association” 
meme. 
By now, most are aware of the consistent demonization 

of Putin in the media. A staunch nationalist, Putin is 
labeled by multiple media pundits as “The New Hitler”. 

Former Deputy Secretary of State and the current CEO 
of Brookings Incorporated (one of the most influential 
think tanks in the U.S. and is staunchly pro-Globalism), 
Strobe Talbott, wrote in a Politico article that “what’s new 
about Putinism” is “the ultra-nationalist proposition that 

Russian statehood should be based on ethnicity.” Talbott 
stated that Russia under Putin “is a potential threat to 
world peace.” 
Putin has opposed the globalist aims of the U.S., NATO, 
and their financial and corporate shareholders on nearly 
every turn. From exposing the U.S./NATO support of 
radical Muslim extremists in Syria to its position of 

leadership within the BRICS coalition, attempting to 
break up the financial hegemony of the U.S., the IMF and 
the World Bank, Putin has been a constant thorn in the 

side of Globalism. 
Because of all of this, Putin is demonized at every turn 
by the Western news media as well as in Hollywood (who 

also are often “supervised” by the CIA). Putin’s Russia 
even got a cameo appearance in the new “Superman” 
movie, with the hero stopping the launch of a nuclear 
missile with a Russian flag on the side of it. 
Of course, Putin was not the only one named. A 
recent CNBC article stated that “The (Panama Papers) 

reveal details of secret offshore companies linked to 
families and associates of Egypt’s former president Hosni 
Mubarak, Libya’s former leader Muammar Gaddafi and 

Syria’s president Bashar Assad, among others.” 
Mubarak and Gaddafi were both casualties of the 2011 
“Arab Spring” in which multiple “color revolutions” were 

provocateured in North Africa and the Middle East by the 
U.S., NATO, Israel and the Arab oil barons.Mubarak, an 
opponent of aggression towards Iran was replaced by the 
Muslim Brotherhood (who have alleged ties to Obama’s 
family in Kenya), and eventually died somewhat 

“mysteriously” while in prison. Hosni Mubarak was also 
a nationalist. Mubarak de-emphasized Arab nationalism 
and re-emphasized Egyptian nationalism based on 
Egypt’s distinctiveness within the Arab world. 
Muammar Gaddafi was taken out by “Libyan rebels” who 
turned out to be trained Al Qaeda militants out of Saudi 
Arabia. Gaddafi also committed the cardinal sin of 

opposing Globalism. According to CounterPunch.org, a 
long standing alternative news site: 
Libya was using its oil wealth to gradually close the doors 
to the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank and 
the hegemony of the U.S. dollar in the economic 
domination of Africa… Gaddafi’s determination to 
eliminate Africa’s dependence on Western financial 
institutions was one of the most serious threats faced by 

http://www.renegadetribune.com/panama-papers-nationalists-crosshairs/
http://www.renegadetribune.com/author/joshua-lightning-warrior/
http://www.infowars.com/largest-leak-ever-whistleblower-reveals-global-elite-crime-network/
http://www.infowars.com/largest-leak-ever-whistleblower-reveals-global-elite-crime-network/
http://www.infowars.com/largest-leak-ever-whistleblower-reveals-global-elite-crime-network/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S%C3%BCddeutsche_Zeitung
http://panamapapers.sueddeutsche.de/articles/56febff0a1bb8d3c3495adf4/
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=de&u=https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/S%25C3%25BCdwestdeutsche_Medien_Holding&prev=search
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=de&u=https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/S%25C3%25BCdwestdeutsche_Medien_Holding&prev=search
http://theagendadaily.com/gekaufte-journalisten-german-book-will-rock-world/
http://americanfreepress.net/perpetual-war-and-the-global-media-psyop/
http://americanfreepress.net/perpetual-war-and-the-global-media-psyop/
http://www.forbes.com/sites/currentevents/2014/04/16/is-vladimir-putin-another-adolf-hitler/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brookings_Institution
http://www.salon.com/2013/02/28/is_hollywood_secretly_in_bed_with_the_cia_partner/
http://www.salon.com/2013/02/28/is_hollywood_secretly_in_bed_with_the_cia_partner/
http://www.cnbc.com/2016/04/03/leaked-panama-papers-show-leaders-hid-billions-in-offshore-shell-companies-putin-iceland-assad-implicated.html
http://tarpley.net/2011/02/18/mubarak-toppled-by-cia-because-he-opposed-us-plans-for-war-with-iran/
http://tarpley.net/2011/02/18/mubarak-toppled-by-cia-because-he-opposed-us-plans-for-war-with-iran/
http://archive.larouchepac.com/node/28434
http://archive.larouchepac.com/node/28434
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Egyptian_nationalism
http://www.counterpunch.org/2011/09/16/the-real-reason-the-us-wanted-gaddafi-gone/
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global capitalism. Gaddafi was not only in the process of 
creating the African Investment Bank (providing interest-
free loans to African nations) and the African Monetary 
Fund (to be centred in Cameroon) and eliminating the 
role of the IMF. It was also in the planning stages of 
creating a new, gold-backed African currency that would 
seriously weaken the U.S. by undermining the dollar. 

Gaddafi, like Mubarak, was a nationalist, ultimately 

putting precedence of the well-being of his nation over 
the aims of globalism. Another man who falls into this 
category is Bashar Assad, who was also another intended 
casualty of the “Arab Spring”; however things have 
proven a bit more difficult for the Western powers on 
that front. 
Assad’s Syria had control of its own money supply and its 

own natural resources. Under the Globalist system, these 
are things that must be “outsourced”. Likewise, Assad’s 
Syria proudly sought to maintain its cultural uniqueness 
and national identity, and was not too friendly with the 
Turkey/Saudi/Israeli power bloc in the region. Assad was 

also an ally of Iran, another major thorn in the side of 

Globalism in the Middle East. This put a target on Assad’s 
back and has subject Syria to a vicious destabilization 
campaign by the U.S., NATO and their allies, who have 
armed Islamic militants in the region through operations 
like the Benghazi U.S. Embassy raid and the 
ongoing Fast and Furious international gun-running 
operation. 

On the other side of the world, Icelandic Prime Minister 
Sigmundur David Gunnlaugsson, is resisting increasing 
pressure to resign after the Panama Papers revealed that 
he and his wealthy partner, now wife, had set up a 
company in 2007 in the British Virgin Islands through 
Mossack Fonseca, the law firm whose clientele are the 
subjects of this alleged scandal. So why would the Prime 

Minister of Iceland be a target for potential regime 
change? Let’s go back to an article out of the London 
Guardian from October 2013: 
A new mood of proud nationalism is emerging in 
economically resurgent Iceland after an out-of-control 
banking system sank the country into financial meltdown 
exactly five years ago. Riding this wave of confidence is 
38-year-old prime minister, Sigmundur Davíd 
Gunnlaugsson, elected in April on populist promises of 
mortgage relief for every homeowner. 
Gunnlaugsson earned his spurs in years of outspoken 
campaigning against the foreign creditors who still haunt 
Iceland… 
It was a spat that, against the odds, Iceland won. While 
many other politicians in Iceland had urged a policy of 
appeasing the enraged British and Dutch governments, 
Gunnlaugsson had insisted they should go hang. 
‘Icelanders, as descendants of the Vikings, are highly 
individualistic and have difficulty putting up with 
authorities, let alone oppression,’ he said in one of his 
first speeches as prime minister on Iceland’s 
Independence Day in June this year. 

A 2012 article entitled “Top Economists: Iceland Did It 

Right … And Everyone Else Is Doing It Wrong” quotes top 
economist, Paul Krugman: 

What [Iceland’s recovery] demonstrated was the … case 
for letting creditors of private banks gone wild eat the 
losses… A funny thing happened on the way to economic 
Armageddon: Iceland’s very desperation made 
conventional behavior impossible, freeing the nation to 
break the rules. Where everyone else bailed out the 
bankers and made the public pay the price, Iceland let 
the banks go bust and actually expanded its social safety 
net. Where everyone else was fixated on trying to placate 
international investors, Iceland imposed temporary 
controls on the movement of capital to give itself room to 
maneuver. 

This scenario has its roots in the E.U. debt crisis that 
brought the economy of Greece to its knees and allowed 

foreign investors to come in and buy up Greek islands for 
pennies on the dollar. This was a crisis caused by the 

actions of International Finance Capital with banks like 
Goldman-Sachs at the helm. But while these nations 
were capitulating to International Finance calling in debts 
that the people of the nations were wrongfully signed 
onto, we have this little nation thumbing its nose to the 

will of International Finance Capital – the real might 
behind Globalism. And in the middle of it all was a 
staunchly nationalistic populist who then became Prime 
Minister of that nation. Now this man is being pressured 
to resign over alleged “conflict of interest”. 
So far, we seem to have a pattern established where 
enemies of International Finance Capital and Corporate 

Globalism are being targeted by what is being made out 
by the international press to be a sort of 
Wikileaks/Snowden on steroids. But then what about 

British Prime Minister David Cameron? Cameron is 
another “guilt-by-association” name involved in the 
Panama Papers, who is now having the heat turned up 

on him due to his father’s alleged involvement with 
Mossack Fonseca. At first, seeing his name seemed to 
throw a wrench in my evolving hypothesis that these 
“leaks” are specifically aimed at further demonizing and 
in some cases, even eliminating through public pressure, 
enemies of Globalism. Cameron had always seemed like 
he “went along with the program”. But alas, there is 

trouble in paradise. 
Apparently Cameron has been flirting with the notion of 
Britain leaving the E.U. in some form or fashion for quite 
some time. An article out of “Foreign Affairs Magazine” 
sharply criticized Cameron’s “dangerous game”: 
Despite his innate caution and usually sound political 
instincts, British Prime Minister David Cameron is 
gambling with his country’s future. In January, in a long-
anticipated speech, he called for a wide-ranging 
renegotiation of the terms of the United Kingdom’s 
membership in the European Union and promised to put 
the result up for a straight in-or-out popular referendum 

by the end of 2017… A British exit from the EU is now 
more likely than ever — and it would be disastrous not 
only for the United Kingdom but also for the rest of 
Europe and the United States. 
If London does ultimately cut the rope, it will not be the 
result of rational political or economic calculations. 
British Euroskepticism boils down to a visceral dislike of 
Brussels — the host of a number of European institutions 
and the EU’s de facto capital — on the part of an ill-
informed conservative minority that clings to an 
antiquated notion of national sovereignty… 

For those not familiar, “Foreign Affairs” is the magazine 
of The Council on Foreign Relations. The Council on 
Foreign Relations or “CFR” is a think tank specializing in 
U.S. foreign policy and international affairs, whose 
membership has included senior politicians, more than a 
dozen secretaries of state, CIA directors, bankers, 

lawyers, professors, and senior media figures. The CFR 
promotes globalization, free trade, reducing financial 
regulations on transnational corporations, and economic 
consolidation into regional blocs such as NAFTA or the 
European Union, and develops policy recommendations 
that reflect these goals. 

The fate of whether or not Britain will stay in the E.U. will 

be given to the people for a vote on the 23rd of June this 
year. While Cameron is urging a “yes” vote, many are 
chastising him for caving to “right-wing nationalists” who 
have been gaining momentum in the U.K., who say that 

https://joshualightningwarrior.wordpress.com/2015/09/08/syria-and-europe-be-careful-what-you-pray-for/
http://www.infowars.com/breaking-fast-furious-was-secret-program-to-ship-arms-to-middle-east-terrorists/
http://www.infowars.com/breaking-fast-furious-was-secret-program-to-ship-arms-to-middle-east-terrorists/
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/oct/06/iceland-financial-recovery-banking-collapse
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/oct/06/iceland-financial-recovery-banking-collapse
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/western-europe/2013-09-01/david-cameron-s-dangerous-game
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Council_on_Foreign_Relations
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membership to the E.U. is a costly burden on the tax 
payers that brings excessive regulations from an un-

elected, un-accountable bureaucracy, as well as 
excessive migration that is rapidly altering the 

demographics of the island nation. 
Now there are a whole slew of other names who 
allegedly used the services of Mossack Fonseca for the 
purposes of “tax-avoidance”, and I would be willing to 
bet nearly all of them have found themselves on the 

wrong side of International Finance Capital and 
Corporate Globalism in some way or another. When one 
considers the fact that most of the “taxes” are being 
payed to Central Banks that are owned by international 
private banking interests, we realize this “scandal” is 
more akin to the mafia looking to take out smaller, rival 
gangs. 

Now what of the Panamanian law firm that sold these 
alleged shell corporations? Apparently the firm was 
started by Jürgen Mossack, who was born in Germany, 

but raised and educated in Panama after his father, 
Erhard, moved the family to Latin America at the end of 
World War II. According to an article out of “The 

Atlantic”, 
Erhard Mossack served in the Waffen-SS during the war. 
According to the ICIJ (International Consortium of 
Investigative Journalists), U.S. intelligence files show he 
offered to spy for the U.S. government, possibly simply to 
shield himself. He later offered to spy for the CIA, from 
Panama, on Communists in Cuba. Süddeutsche Zeitung 
reports that Germany’s Federal Intelligence Service 
declined to hand over documents relating to Erhard 
Mossack due to possible security risks. 

At the bottom of every tried-and-true Hollywood intrigue, 
you will find a Nazi- the epitome of all that is evil and 
wicked about Nationalism. But what about the bottom of 

this International Consortium of Investigative Journalists 

that appears to be an integral part of this Panama Papers 
business? Who do we find there? The ICIJ was launched 

as a project by the Center for Public Integrity. According 
to the CPI’s website, they were founded in 1989 by 

former ABC employee, Charles Lewis and are “one of the 

country’s oldest and largest nonpartisan, nonprofit 
investigative news organizations. Our mission: To serve 
democracy by revealing abuses of power, corruption and 
betrayal of public trust by powerful public and private 
institutions, using the tools of investigative journalism.” 
One can look further on the CPI website to find a long list 
their major sponsors who include: The Carnegie 
Corporation of New York, the Ford Foundation, the 

Foundation for National Progress, the Goldman-
Sonnenfedlt Foundation, the W.K. Kellogg 
Foundation, George Soros’ Open Society Foundations, 
Fidelity Brokerage Services, the Jewish Community 
Federation and Endowment Fund, the Rockefeller 
Brothers Fund and the Rockefeller Family Fund. 
It appears at the bottom of this real-life intrigue, we find 

a whole bunch of Globalists who are just continuing their 
assault on anyone who stands for national sovereignty, 
self-determination, and cultural integrity, and disguising 
it as “grassroots journalism”. The Panama Papers “leak” 
is not “bombshell”; it is laughable hypocrisy at its best. 
Comment: 

Mike Walsh 15 April 2016 
Of 1,500 named and shamed there was one name absent 
~ that of Russian President Vladimir Putin. Yet, guess 
who was demonised by Western mainstream media. The 
same cabal who attack Adolf Hitler attack Putin and in 
much the same way, which to me speaks volumes even if 
I do stand alone. . 
http://www.renegadetribune.com/panama-papers-
nationalists-crosshairs/   

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Welcome to Iceland Where Bad Bankers Go to Prison 

By Edward Robinson and Omar Valdimarsson 

April 1, 2016 

 
The only road leading to or from Kviabryggja Prison. 

Photo: Tomas Van Houtryve for Bloomberg 

Kviabryggja Prison in western Iceland doesn't need walls, 

razor wire, or guard towers to keep the convicts inside. 
Alone on a wind-swept cape, the old farmhouse is bound 
by the frigid North Atlantic on one side and fields of 
snow-covered lava rock on another. To the east looms 
Snaefellsjokull, a dormant volcano blanketed by a 
glacier. There's only one road back to civilisation. 
This is where the world's only bank chiefs imprisoned in 

connection with the 2008 financial crisis are serving their 
sentences. Kviabryggja is home to Sigurdur Einarsson, 
Kaupthing Bank's onetime chairman, and Hreidar Mar 
Sigurdsson, the bank's former chief executive officer, 

who were convicted of market manipulation and fraud 
shortly before the collapse of what was then Iceland's 
No. 1 lender. 
They spend their days doing laundry, working out in the 
jailhouse gym, and browsing the Internet. They and two 
associates incarcerated here - Magnus Gudmundsson, 

the ex-CEO of Kaupthing's Luxembourg unit, and Olafur 
Olafsson, the No. 2 stockholder in the bank at the time of 

its demise - can even take walks outside, like 
Kviabryggja's 19 other inmates, all of whom were 
convicted of nonviolent crimes. 

 
Kviabryggja Prison's single-story barracks Photo: Tomas 

Van Houtryve for Bloomberg 

It may not be hard time, but it's a far cry from the giddy 
days when the Kaupthing bankers hosted parties for 
clients aboard yachts in Monte Carlo and hired the likes 

http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2016/04/panama-papers-mossack-fonseca/476727/
http://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2016/04/panama-papers-mossack-fonseca/476727/
https://www.publicintegrity.org/
https://www.publicintegrity.org/about/our-work/supporters
http://cnnpressroom.blogs.cnn.com/2014/05/25/soros-on-russian-ethnic-nationalism/
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/David_Rockefeller
http://www.spanglefish.com/historywithoutthespin/
http://www.renegadetribune.com/panama-papers-nationalists-crosshairs/
http://www.renegadetribune.com/panama-papers-nationalists-crosshairs/
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of pop legend Tom Jones to serenade guests at London 
galas. In sentencing these financiers to serve terms of up 

to five years, the Icelandic courts have done something 
authorities in the world's two great banking capitals, New 

York and London, haven't: They've made bankers answer 
for the crimes of the crash. 

Bankrupted banks 
"The Icelandic banks went overboard," says Olafur 
Hauksson, the onetime small-town police chief who in 

January 2009 was appointed special prosecutor to 
investigate the banking cases. "They were basically 
bankrupt." 

 
Olafur Hauksson, special prosecutor to investigate the 
banking cases Photo: Spencer Murphy/Bloomberg  

Hauksson is still at it. In March his office indicted five 
others for market manipulation and fraud. In all, there 
have been 26 convictions of bankers and financiers since 
2010.  
Holding its most powerful bankers accountable should 
have been a satisfying result for Iceland's 333,000 

residents. But a brewing scandal involving a secret share 
sale by the country's biggest lender, Landsbankinn, has 
raised fears that the crony capitalism that marked the 
pre-crash era still lingers. The soaring popularity of an 

insurgent political movement called the Pirate Party, 
meanwhile, shows that anger continues to simmer 
beneath the surface of Iceland's recovery. "The mood of 

society is still fairly dismal," says Stefan Olafsson, a 
professor of sociology at the University of Iceland.  
Iceland may be a faraway country with a population the 
size of the Maldives, but it's experiencing the same type 
of populist revolt that's rocking governments across the 
West. In Spain the rise of the Podemos and Ciudadanos 

political movements has ended 40 years of two-party 
rule and prevented the formation of a government 
following the December general election. British voters 
will decide on June 23 whether to quit the European 
Union. And in America's presidential contest, firebrands 
Donald Trump and Bernie Sanders - who favours 

prosecuting Wall Street bankers - won over voters fed up 

with the status quo. 
Fed up with the status quo 

Just a decade ago, the status quo in Iceland was very 
different. The country's top three banks, having thrown 
off decades of fiscal discipline in a spasm of deregulation 
in the 2000s, tapped international debt markets like 
never before. Blessed with stellar credit ratings and 

access to the European Economic Area, the trio borrowed 
€14 billion ($20.8 billion) in 2005 alone, double their 
intake in 2004. But they only paid about 20 basis points, 
or 0.2 per cent, over benchmark interest rates. It was an 
easy moneymaker. As the banks lent the funds back out 
at high interest rates, they raked in huge profits and 

recorded a whopping 19.7 per cent return on equity in 
2007. 
Flush with credit themselves, Icelandic households 
bought flats in London, took shopping trips to Paris, and 

jammed Reykjavik's streets with Range Rovers. By 2008 
the banks' assets had swollen to 10 times the nation's 

$US17.5 billion ($22.9 billion) economy. 
Then came the fall of 2008 and paralysis in global 

markets. The banks lost their short-term funding and 
could no longer service their own debts. The krona's 
value fell, making loans denominated in foreign 
currencies far more expensive. Kaupthing and its two 
rivals, Landsbanki Islands and Glitnir, defaulted on 

$US85 billion in debt in October of that year, and 
households lost more than a fifth of their purchasing 
power. Citizens pelted the 135-year-old stone parliament 
building with eggs and rocks.  
Now, there are signs of economic renewal throughout 
central Reykjavik. Laugavegur, the main drag through 
town, is bustling with window shoppers. In the last few 

years, numerous boutiques, art galleries, and restaurants 
offering Icelandic delicacies such as smoked puffin have 
opened to serve the locals and tourists taking advantage 

of the devalued krona. " 
It's a rebound other European nations would envy. 
Iceland's gross domestic product is set to expand almost 

4 per cent this year, according to forecasts compiled by 
Bloomberg. The unemployment rate of 2.8 per cent is 
about one-third the average of the European Union. As 
the state prepares to lift capital controls later this year, 
the banking sector continues to strengthen. "Before the 
crisis, the banks grew too fast and too much," says 
Unnur Gunnarsdottir, director general of the Financial 

Supervisory Authority, which oversees the lenders. "That 
will not happen again." 

History repeating? 
But a deal involving Iceland's top bank and a relative of 
Bjarni Benediktsson, minister of finance and economic 

affairs, is marring this feel-good story. In November 
2014, state-owned Landsbankinn sold a 31.2 per cent 

stake in Icelandic payment processing company Borgun 
for 2.2 billion kronur ($23.3 million) in a private 
placement. A company controlled by Einar Sveinsson, the 
cabinet minister's cousin, was part of a group that 
bought the shares. While there's nothing unlawful about 
a private stock sale, crisis-weary Icelanders didn't 

appreciate a state-owned bank under the finance 
minister's jurisdiction executing a deal behind closed 
doors. 
It didn't help that Sveinsson's company is domiciled in 
Luxembourg. Shell companies based in the secretive 
European duchy were a hallmark of the criminal cases 
Hauksson brought against the Kaupthing Four, court 

records show.  
The plot thickened last November when Visa agreed to 
acquire Visa Europe in a deal valued at as much as €21.2 
billion. Borgun is one of 3033 banks and payment 
companies that own Visa Europe. That means Sveinsson 
and his fellow investors are poised to more than double 
the value of their stake, to $US12 million, when Visa 

completes the deal. Outraged citizens protested in front 
of the lender's headquarters in central Reykjavik in 
January. Someone recently hung a sign on a highway 
overpass: "Borgun investors: Return what you stole!" 
From parking fines to corporate crime 
Meanwhile, Hauksson, a bear of man with a fighter's jaw, 

is pressing ahead with a half-dozen more cases related to 

the crash. The former top lawman in Akranes, a port 
town up the coast from Reykjavik, Hauksson was one of 
only two applicants for the job of special prosecutor - and 
the only lawyer. "It was important for the country to look 
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carefully at what happened in the months that led up to 
the banking collapse," he says. Few expected him to 

succeed in untangling the web of self-dealing that 
stretched from Reykjavik to Luxembourg to London. "He 

was used to issuing parking fines and breaking up 
drunken brawls," says Sigrun Davidsdottir, a journalist 
who writes about the bank cases on her website, Icelog. 
"It's earth-shattering what he's accomplished." 
In contrast to the Icelandic saga, no bank CEOs in the 

US, the UK and other Western markets have been 
convicted for their roles in the subprime mortgage 
crackup and related disasters. Bringing white-collar 
criminal cases may be easier in Iceland because courts 
don't use juries. Rather, they employ neutral experts to 
help judges understand the intricacies of finance. 
The US Department of Justice has refrained from 

prosecuting individual bankers after a Brooklyn jury in 
2009 acquitted two former hedge fund managers at Bear 
Stearns accused of securities fraud. "Washington wasn't 

willing to take the risk of another stinging defeat, so they 
slowed down a host of other prosecutions," says John 
Coffee, a professor of securities law at Columbia in New 

York. 

In 2013 then-US Attorney General Eric Holder told 
Congress that Wall Street banks are so big that 

prosecuting them might harm the economy. He later 
stressed no institution is above the law. Some watchdogs 

are appalled the feds chose only to extract big civil fines 
from institutions. "There's no justification over what 
appears to be a lack of effort to identify individuals 
engaged in misconduct and to bring charges," says Phil 
Angelides, chairman of the Congress' Financial Crisis 

Inquiry Commission. "It sends a signal that if you do 
wrong on Wall Street, there's really no consequences. 
That's bred cynicism about the justice system, and it's 
bred anger." 
Back at Kviabryggja Prison, the tumult in the capital 
seems worlds away. It's dead quiet around the single-
story barracks, and in the distance rise massifs that form 

Iceland's western fjords. The Kaupthing convicts are 
marking time in different ways. A couple of them are 
tutoring fellow inmates. The subjects: math and 

economics. 
http://www.theage.com.au/business/bankingandfinance
/welcome-to-iceland-where-bad-bankers-go-to-prison-
20160331-gnvn68.html#ixzz44WyMsmK9  

______________________________________________  

George Soros Threatens Europe:  
Absorb 500k Refugees Or Risk 

“Existential Threat” 

 
ZERO HEDGE – The asylum policy that emerged from last 
month’s EU-Turkey negotiations has four fundamental 
flaws,according to Billionaire puppet-master George 
Soros, which combined pose an “existential threat to 
Europe.” His solution is ‘simple’ – Accept 500,000 

refugees per year costing $34 billion year (via “surge” 
funding through more borrowing, and a newly-created 
refugee crisis fund from increased VAT on member 

states)or else, in his words, “the European Union is in 
mortal danger?” 

Authored by George Soros, originally posted at 
NYBooks.com, 
The asylum policy that emerged from last month’s EU-

Turkey negotiations – and that has already resulted in 
the deportation of hundreds of asylum seekers from 

Greece to Turkey – has four fundamental flaws. 

http://www.theage.com.au/business/bankingandfinance/welcome-to-iceland-where-bad-bankers-go-to-prison-20160331-gnvn68.html#ixzz44WyMsmK9
http://www.theage.com.au/business/bankingandfinance/welcome-to-iceland-where-bad-bankers-go-to-prison-20160331-gnvn68.html#ixzz44WyMsmK9
http://www.theage.com.au/business/bankingandfinance/welcome-to-iceland-where-bad-bankers-go-to-prison-20160331-gnvn68.html#ixzz44WyMsmK9
http://www.nybooks.com/daily/2016/04/09/europe-how-pay-for-refugees/
http://www.nybooks.com/daily/2016/04/09/europe-how-pay-for-refugees/
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First, the policy is not truly European; it was negotiated 
with Turkey and imposed on the EU by German 

Chancellor Angela Merkel. 
Second, it is severely underfunded. 

Third, it is not voluntary. It imposes quotas that many 
member states oppose and requires refugees to take up 
residence in countries where they don’t want to live, 
while forcing others who have reached Europe to be sent 
back. 

Finally, it transforms Greece into a de facto holding pen 
without sufficient facilitiesfor the number of asylum 
seekers already there. 
All these deficiencies can be corrected. The European 
Commission implicitly acknowledged some of them this 
week when it announced a new plan to reform Europe’s 
asylum system. But the Commission’s proposals still rely 

on compulsory quotas that serve neither refugees nor 
member states. That will never work. 
European Commission Vice President Frans Timmermans 

is inviting an open debate. Here is my contribution.  
A humanitarian catastrophe is in the making in Greece. 
The asylum seekers are desperate. Legitimate refugees 

must be offered a reasonable chance to reach their 
destinations in Europe. It is clear that the EU must 
undergo a paradigm shift. EU leaders need to embrace 
the idea that effectively addressing the crisis will require 
“surge” funding, rather than scraping together 
insufficient funds year after year. Spending a large 
amount at the outset would allow the EU to respond 

more effectively to some of the most dangerous 
consequences of the refugee crisis—including anti-
immigrant sentiment in its member states that has 
fueled support for authoritarian political parties, and 
despondency among those seeking refuge in Europe who 

now find themselves marginalized in Middle East host 
countries or stuck in transit in Greece. 

Most of the building blocks for an effective asylum 
system are available; they only need to be assembled 
into a comprehensive and coherent policy. Critically, 
refugees and the countries that contain them in the 
Middle East must receive enough financial support to 
make their lives there viable, allowing them to work and 

to send their children to school. That would help to keep 
the inflow of refugees to a level that Europe can absorb. 

This can be accomplished by establishing a firm and 
reliable target for the number of refugee arrivals: 

between 300,000 and 500,000 per year. This number is 
large enough to give refugees the assurance that many 
of them can eventually seek refuge in Europe, yet small 
enough to be accommodated by European governments 
even in the current unfavorable political climate. 

There are established techniques for the voluntary 
balancing of supply and demand in other fields, such as 
with matching students to schools and junior doctors to 
hospitals. In this case, people determined to go to a 
particular destination would have to wait longer than 
those who accept the destination allotted to them. The 
asylum seekers could then be required to await their turn 

where they are currently located. This would be much 
cheaper and less painful than the current chaos, in which 
the migrants are the main victims. Those who jump the 

line would lose their place and have to start all over 
again. This should be sufficient inducement to obey the 
rules. 

At least €30 billion ($34 billion) a year will be needed for 
the EU to carry out such a comprehensive plan. This 
includes providing Turkey and other “frontline” countries 
with adequate funding to maintain their very large 
refugee populations, creating a common EU asylum 
agency and security force for the EU’s external borders, 
addressing the humanitarian chaos in Greece, and 

establishing common standards across the Union for 
receiving and integrating refugees. 
Thirty billion euros might sound like an enormous sum, 
but it is not when viewed in proper perspective. First, we 
must recognize that a failure to provide the necessary 

funds would cost the EU even more.  CONTINUE 

READING  
George Soros Warns Europe: Absorb 500k 
Refugees Costing $34Bn, Or Risk "Existential 
Threat" 
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-04-12/george-
soros-warns-europe-absorb-500k-refugees-costing-34bn-
or-risk-existential-thre  

__________________________________________________   
Evidence of Revision  - The assassination of America 

 
Published on 7 February 2013 

Evidence of Revision is a 10:25-hour long documentary series whose purpose is to 

present the publicly unavailable and even suppressed historical audio, video, and film 
recordings largely unseen by the American public relating to the assassination of the 
Kennedy brothers, the little known classified Black Ops actually used to intentionally 

create the massive war in Viet Nam, the CIA "mind control" programs and their 
involvement in the RFK assassination and the Jonestown massacre and other 

important truths of our post-modern time. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHb5X3fFhPw 

___________________________________________________ 
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